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Doctors' ignorance of statistics
Many of us faced with someone who quotes statistics find it
difficult to distinguish whether any consequent conclusion is
correct or whether we have been bamboozled. If we do not
understand the basics of statistics then we cannot question
the statements and claims that are built on them. But the
nature of medical science is to use an understanding of
probability to interpret limited studies and thus move closer
towards assertions of what might be "true" or "right." Yet,
recent evidence suggests,2 many doctors know little about
statistics.
Wulff and colleagues sent a questionnaire to 250 Danish

doctors (of whom 148 replied) to assess their knowledge
of elementary statistical expressions (standard deviation,
standard error, p<0 05, p>0 05, and the correlation co-
efficient r).1 Although the study was itself imperfect (it had
some ambiguous multiple choice questions and did not verify
the answers against what statisticians might answer), it
produced thought provoking evidence of ignorance. From
nine multiple choice questions respondents produced a
median correct response of 1A4. The authors concluded:
"The statistical knowledge of most doctors is so limited that
they cannot be expected to draw the right conclusions
from those statistical analyses which are found in medical

journals." Note, however, even in this article critical of
others' knowledge, the extrapolation from 148 replies to a
statement about "most doctors"-an example of studying a
sample and then drawing global conclusions.

Nevertheless, the Danish doctors who replied clearly
knew little (and the 102 who did not reply may have known
less). Are doctors in other countries more knowledgable?
The evidence suggests not. Other studies have reported
defects in statistical skills2 3 and shown that they become
worse with increasing time from graduation.2 In one study
the respondents showed a perceived need for other doctors
to have a biostatistical training together with a lack of
enthusiasm for their own education in the subject4-a
dichotomy that has been noted before.5 But innumerate
doctors cannot interpret scientific biological data.6 They are
doomed to have to accept without reservation the statements
made in summaries, discussions, or conclusions, and their
clinical practice may thus be altered on the basis of flimsy or
inconclusive evidence.

In Britain the General Medical Council has since 1967
recommended that the medical curriculum should include
teaching in statistics,7 and each medical student is now
exposed to between 11 and 48 teaching hours (median 24)
and most are examined in this knowledge. This teaching is
reviewed at a workshop of statisticians held annually at the
University of Bristol.8 But the problem remains that if
interpreting statistics is not a regular activity the knowledge
will evaporate. All doctors will have known the first and
second laws of thermodynamics at some stage, but few could
now recite or use them. Statistics cannot be understood in a
vacuum: knowing that a correlation coefficient can vary
between 0 and + 1 (or 0 and -1) is of little value unless one
understands its dependence on the number of observations.
Similarly values become highly significant when the number
of observations is large even when the correlation coefficient
is very small.
There are a variety of approaches to the problem, which

are not mutually exclusive. Medical students must continue
to be taught the basic technicalities of statistics, and some
comprehension ofp values, r values, and confidence intervals
should be instilled into all. But the teaching also needs to
encompass a sense of what data mean. The need is to teach
how to obtain information from data and knowledge from
information. Journals need to ensure that results are ex-
plained in terms that the statistically amblyopic can still
comprehend. Confidence intervals should be more widely
used,9 10 and diagrams should be encouraged, especially
where correlations are concerned. Expansive statements
claiming "fact" from probability should be discouraged,
and, despite the policy of some editors, all medical journals
should allow space in their letter columns for disagreements
and informed counter opinions.
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Hypochondriasis: an
acceptable diagnosis?
Can a persistent belief in a non-existent illness be an illness
itself? Hypochondriacal fears and feelings are well recog-
nised features of depression,' but doctors disagree over the
existence ofa neurotic syndrome offear ofand preoccupation
with disease unaccompanied by a more fundamental psy-
chiatric disorder. Early writers were sceptical,2 and (despite
an absence of statistical analysis and in apparent defiance of
its own data) one influential study concluded that an
underlying depression would surface sooner or later.3

Supporters of the proposal that hypochondriasis is a
distinct entity have claimed that the primary condition
occurs with only mild disturbance of affect4 and is character-
ised by a prominence of those symptoms-pains, especially
in the musculoskeletal system-that are typically hypo-
chondriacal.3 From closer examination has emerged a precise
descriptive triad of the patient being convinced that he has a
disease, fearing the disease, and being preoccupied with his
body; this triad arises without underlying affective illness
and responds at most temporarily to reassurance.56
The debate has, however, been muddied by its emphasis

on psychiatric patients, an inevitably biased sample-
most of those labelled as hypochondriacs are seen by non-
psychiatrists. But a recent study of medical outpatients has
confirmed that the components of the triad correlate not
only with each other but also with the number of somatic
symptoms, though not the number of established medical
diagnoses.7 Depression, though often present, is not in-
variable. Any comment that hypochondriacal beliefs
probably lie on a continuum with depression at one end does
not diminish the usefulness of the diagnostic category, as, for
example, with obsessions. So to view hypochondriacal
symptoms as masks of depression is both to undermine the
meaning of depression itself and to ignore the mounting
evidence.

Despite the lack of supporting information psychiatrists
often assume that reassurance is ineffective and that even to
consider hypochondriacal complaints encourages further
complaining. Thus a belief that such patients should be
directed "out of the office as quickly as possible because the
time they take up is spent to no good purpose" enjoys
unjustifiable popularity.8 This negative view probably
originates in the absence of physical illness to explain
physical symptoms and in the frustration evoked by equally
frustrated, possibly antagonistic, patients. It may also reflect
a departure from the sick role, which expects the patient to
cooperate with his doctor-that is, to accept his word.9

But to be effective reassurance must be credible, educative
and specific, and directed at both expressed and concealed
fears.'" Hypochondriacal patients may misinterpret normal
sensations" or feel them more sharply.'2 Childhood ex-
periences'3 and social reward'4 may encourage somatic
complaints under stress. The scarce research into treatment
suggests that such explanation of psychosomatic symptoms
coupled with careful examination and reassurance leads to
lasting improvements.5 Moreover, detailed reassurance
becomes increasingly effective over time and can reduce the
worries aroused by fresh symptoms. When followed by
family counselling on reinforcement'6 it may be the treatment
such patients desperately seek. The sufferer from hypo-
chondriacal neurosis sees perfunctory or ill directed
reassurance as dismissal, as failure to take him seriously. He
does not want to be told there is nothing wrong; he needs to
understand his symptoms as a first step to overcoming them.
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Inequalities and the new Health
Education Authority
When our reporter arrived at the Health Education Council
last week to attend a press conference on a new report,' she
found the press conference coming out to meet her. The
report was an update of the Black report on inequalities in
health,2 and Sir Brian Bailey, chairman of the now defunct
Health Education Council and new chairman ofits successor,
the Health Education Authority, had ordered the press
conference to be cancelled. He was apparently annoyed that
the council had not had a chance to approve a report that he
said was "political dynamite in an election year." Sir Douglas
Black, Margaret Whitehead (author of the report), and other
distinguished guests were not upset at being thrown out: they
knew that any attempt at suppression would guarantee front
page coverage-and so it turned out. But this episode
raises important issues-in particular what is the future of
the new authority and its chairman?
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